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2.PROJECT BACKGROUND

A. The discovering of the sources.

The Mekong River, the tenth largest of the world, borns in the traditional Tibetan province 
of Kham (where it's known as Dza Chu), and flows into the Mekong Delta in Vietnam, about 4350 
km later, after traveling during its course through territories of Tibet, China, Burma, Laos, Thailand, 
Cambodia and Vietnam.

It's difficult to believe that 
the discovering of  the sources of 
one  of  the  planet's  geographical 
icons was not attained until 1994, 
by  a  Chinese-japanese  scientific 
expedition.  Until  then,  a  dozen 
long attempts had failed over the 
course of the XX century, included 
the  one  of  the  French  Michel 
Peissel, who also in 1994 claimed 
wrongly  the  discovering  of  the 
sources under  the Rupsa  La  col, 
as he published in the prestigious 
magazine of the Royal Geographic 
Society, and in his book “The last 
barbarians”. 

This has been  brought, fundamentally, by the remoteness of the area, because of being 
located in an unknown massif of the tibetan highlands, in the south of the Chinese province of 
Qinghai, about 1000 km from the city of Xining and 1500 km from Chengdu, the two main access 
doors.  The discovering of this geographical icon, surrounded by an aura of legend was, in the 
words of the eminent Japanese explorer Tamotsu Nakamura “one of the last great geographical 
mysteries of the world solved”.

Since then, only a small group of expeditions (7, maybe 8, according to the knowledge that 
we have) have managed to get there, most of them with a spirit fundamentally of scientific interest.

After several initial discussions, it wasn't until 2007 that the scientific community agreed, 
according to data confirmed by the CERS (China Exploration & Research Society), that the  Mekong 
sources corresponded to the branch named Lasawuma (name corrected by John Pilkington instead 
of  the  previous  Lasagongma  -Pilkington,  J.  (2004)  “Journey  to  the  source  of  the  Mekong.”  
Geographical. July 2004. UK), and were located at the foot of the NE glacier of the peak called 
initially  Guozongmucha  (Gujon  Ri,  according  to  our  investigations),  with  coordinates: 
33°42’38.8”N 94°41’45.4”E, 5175 m.



(Source: Nakamura, T.  - Obs: still written Lasagongma and Guozongmucha -)

All those expeditions accessed to the sources starting from the village of Dzato (Zadoi), in 
the Yushu prefecture, province of Qinghai, mostly following approximately the course of the river 
upstream (often with important material and economic resources -see www.youtube.com/watch?
v=905-XF-FBLE). This meant having to perform about 100 km tracks up until a point (Ganasongdou) 
where,  either  they  got  horses  to  follow during  4  or  5  days  the  remaining  100  km,  or,  if  the  
conditions allowed, they followed with 4x4 field across through the access valleys.

This is a brief summary of the recent history of the exploration of the Mekong sources:

– 1994: The French Michel Peissel claims, wrongly, the discovering of the Mekong sources 
below the Rupsa La  pass (93 52 E,  33 16 N),  and he published the  report  in  the 
magazine of the RGS.

– 1994: Scientific Chinese-japanese expedition (CISNR Commission for Integrated Survey 
of Natural Resources –CAS Chinese Academy of Sciences-  & TUA Tokyo University of 
Agriculture), that pinpointed the sources at the base of the Guozongmucha peak.  M. 
Kitamura (TUA) registered the sources at 94 41 37 E, 33 42 41 N (5160m).

– 1995:  J.  Chanxing  and  Z.  Changjin  (CISNR)  published,  however,  another  location, 
because of the doubts about Kitamura's data.

– 1999: The CISNR returns, and gives a localization very near to TUA's (94 41 44E, 33 42 
31N, 5224m). But a Chinese team, leaded by Liu Shaochuang (RSO Remote Sensing 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=905-XF-FBLE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=905-XF-FBLE


Office -CAS-), located the sources at the base of the Jifu Shan mountain (94 41 12E, 33 
45 35 N,  5552m),  about  6  km from the  other,  based on  a  different  measurement 
methodology.  A  month  later,  the  CISNR  (with  the  americans  ESE  Earth  Science 
Expeditions),  returns  to  measure  the  flow  rates  of  the  two  tributaries  in  dispute 
(Gaodepu and Gaoshanxigu). TUA also revisited the area.

– 1999: The officially recognized location was published jointly by G.Zhihua, Z. Changjin 
and  T.  Baoxiang  of  CISNR/CAS &  DBG Dexiang  Bussines  Group  in  “Geography”  in 
October, 1999, with reconfirmation and further explanation in an article published by Z. 
Changjin and G. Zhihua of IGSNRR/CAS in “Geographical Research” in May 2001 

– 2001:  Tamotsu  Nakamura  (director  of  the  JAC Japaneses  Alpine  Club),  prepares  a 
complete dossier, with Peter Winn (ESE), which publishes int the Geographical Journal 
of the RGS and in the Himalayan Club, corroborating the data of the CISNR.

– 2002: Liu Shaochuang (IRSA-CAS) returns and marks the sources at  94 40 52 E,  33 45 
48 N, very near to his point of 1999.

– 2003:  The  british  John  Pilkington  arrives  to  the  sources  (coordinates  CISNR).  He 
corrected the name of the tributary as Lasawuma instead of Lasagongma, based on 
local informants.

– 2005: The French Frederic Agier and Mireille (supposedly) arrive at the sources (Coord. 
CISNR).

– 2007: The China Exploration and Research Society (How Man Wang team) visited the 
place  and,  using  remote  sensing  satellite  technology,  finally  confirms  the  sources 
identified by the CISNR and published by CAS/DBS and Nakamura/Winn.

– 2013: Sergi Ricart, Dani Martín and Josito Fernández discover a new access route to the 
sources from Drito (Zhidoi) and climbed for first time the mountain who dominates the 
sources, of  5490 m (they correct the name as  Gujon Ri,  instead of  Guozongmucha, 
based on local informants).

B.  The journey of Sergi Ricart along the Mekong 
river.

In september 2011, Sergi Ricart traveled to the region. His idea was to access to the sources 
of the river, and continue then downriver on a long journey through Tibet, Yunnan, and Southeast  
Asia until the mouth of the river in Vietnam.

He tried with no luck from Dzato, and also from Drito, another village east of the sources: 
the lack of accurate information and proper cartography, the communication difficulties, and the  
bad weather were enough reasons for renouncing to the idea. He followed traveling alone through 
the Tibetan Kham, where he performed several explorations and the following climbs (see RICART, 
S. (2012) “Kham. Exploraciones en solitario de montañas sin interés”. Campobase, nº100,  and 
American Alpine Journal, 2012):



– New route “Orelletes i cocarrois” (400m, D- [V] + 200m II), to the Acha La Ri (5000m),  
1st ascent.

– New route“Quan els núvols passen” (500 m, PD+ [55º/II]), to the Ru Chen Gangri (5350  
m), 1st  ascent..

– Enchained new routes “Carne cruda” (300 m, AD [65º/III+]), to the Tsho Chong Ri (5030 
m) + “El costat femení” (500m, AD [55º/IV+]), to the Tsho Chen Ri (5100 m). 1st  ascent.

– New route “Subidea, o el camí del foc” (450 m, D- [60º/IV+]), to the pk. 5557 (end of  
route 50 m under the summit).

After that, he sent home his climbing stuff, he bought a bicycle in the city of Dali,  and 
followed the journey riding along the river for about 3000 km until he reached the Mekong Delta  
in may, 9 months after having started.

3.THE JOURNEY

With the idea of completing the project, in the spring of 2013 Sergi returned to Tibet, that 
time with his friend, the spanish guide and climber Dani Martin. They also wanted to explore new  
areas where be able to ascent unclimbed mountains. After few days, they completed the team with 
their friends Josito García and M'Paz Garrido.

They visited the Kham region, focussing their efforts in the mountain massifs around the 
villages of Kandze and Manigango.

Here there are explained their main activities:



1. New route “TAXI DRIVER” (1000 m �[750m alt. dif.], AD-   
[65º/IV+]). KHAI RI (4930 m). (Almost) 1  st   ascent  

While waiting that  another couple of  friends,  the mountain guide Josito Fernández and 
M'Paz Garrido, arrive to Tibet, they traveled from Chengdu to the Kham region (west Sichuan). 
Near Manigango, they entered the Okopo Chu valley, situated about 25 km ESE of the village, 
following the Rd.317. They walked up the valley for about 5 hours until settling a base camp at 
4160 m. They explored the valley, and the 16th of april, while Dani remained slightly sick in the 
tent, Sergi Ricart leaved to open a new route in the NW face of the unclimbed Khai Ri (local name),  
of  ca. 4940 m. He called the route “Horses”,  with general difficulties of AD- along 1000 m of  
itinerary (about 750 m of altitude difference). First he followed and long easy couloir (35º/50º), 
topped in a narrow goulotte of 55º/60º, that reached the upper ridge. There, in the other side of  
the mountain, there was still a rocky tower. After climbing III/65º and IV+, he renounced the summit 
10 m under it because of exposed rocky slabs covered with a hand of loose snow.  He declimbed 
the same route.



1. In the main central couloir 2. Upper goulotte

3. About 20 under the maximum point reached      4.  Near  the  higher  point 
reached

5. Main couloir 6. Upper rocky tower (X: higher point)





2. TRAVERSE  YOLBA-MANIGANGO,  1  st   ASCENT  OF   
TANGARMAYA RI (PD-, [45º/II]) (5063 m)

They met then their friends in Kandze. The four traveled to Dege, and took a taxi until  
Yolba (also named Yurba), a village in the southern area of the Chola Shan massif, with the idea of 
doing a traverse until Manigango. The 25th of april, they walked until settling the first camp at 
3960 m, under the Redak La pass. The second day they followed NW until the tiny village of Amula  
(4126m), in a tributary valley of the Ting Chu river. The 27th they followed up the valley, W then N, 
but before crossing the Dzin La pass, they turned W and summited the unclimbed Tangaryama Ri  
(5063 m), with deep snow but few technical difficulties (II/30º in the climb up of the SW face, then 
45º max. in the declimb of the NE face). They installed the third camp beside the Dzin Tso lake  
(4310m). The last day they reached the road that comes from Dege, after 55 km of traverse, and 
hitchhiked until Manigango.



1. Beginning of the trek in Yolba 2. C1 at Redak La

3. Entering the valley of Ting Chu 4. C2 at Amula

5. Ascending the valley of Dzin La 6. Summiting the Tangarmaya Ri



7. Summit of Tangarmaya Ri (5063m) 8. Slopes at descent

9. C3 beside the Dzin Tso lake 10. Dzin Chu valley

11. Tangaryama Ri, SW face. Ascent. 12. Tangarmaya Ri, NE face. Descent.





3. New route “TAXI DRIVER” (450 m , ED- [M5+/75º] R).   
TSARA MASHÉ RI (5150 m). 1  st   Ascent.  

Again in Kandze, they wanted to visit a group of mountains in the Gangga Massif, situated 
some valleys west of the main peak. They stopped at the Lanyi Nge village (ch. Lani Cun), about 20 
km W of Kandze beside the Rd. 317. From there, in 3 h walking up, they settled their BC at 4090 m, 
at the feet of  the glacier between the Tsara Mashe Ri and the Tsara Yashe Ri.

The three boys left in the early morning of the 30th of april in direction of the evident “from 
road-visible” goulotte on the west face of the pk. 5150 of the Tsara Mashe Ri.

After a 45º snowy slope, they installed the B0 at the base of the couloir that, from the road 
and BC seemed ice. But it resulted an exposed climb over rock with a bit of loose snow. Dani 
“hats-off” made the hard work of the two first pitches, and made us appear some extra white hairs  
(Pitch 1: 40m, M5+ exposed; Pitch 2: 45m, M5, exposed). Sergi leaded the enjoyable third pitch  
(60m, 75º/III),  and then they soloed the snowy couloir  until the ridge (200m, 50º/60º). Josito 
leaded  the  easy  but  extremely  loose  rocky  ridge  (80m,  III)  until  the  unclimbed summit.  They 
followed the ridge, declimbing with care, rappelling then twice, and declimbing finally the lower 
snowy slopes. 



1. Aproximation to BC 2. Initial slopes

3. Dani on the 1st pitch (M5+ R) 4. Josito & Dani finishing the 3rd pitch

5. Josito belaying Dani at the ridge. 6. The team at the top of Tsara Mashe Ri



7. 2nd rappel

8. Declimbing the lower slopes                    9. Ascent (red) & descent (yellow)





4. New route “EL RIO DE LA VIDA” (500 m [350 m alt.dif.] ,   
PD- [50º]). GUJON RI (5490 m). 1  st   Ascent.  

M'Paz left to Spain, and the boys got a new visa. They crushed then their bums in a 4 days-
long journey through the Kham until reaching the village of Drito (Zhidoi), in the Qinghai province,  
where they thought there had to be a possibility of finding a new route to access the Mekong 
sources. Thanks to the young Tashi, who spoke english, they found a taxi driver who agreed to take 
them although it was the high caterpillar-fungus picking season (Mr. Tamotsu Nakamura failed to 
do the same one month later because of this reason).

They left the 11th of may, giving indications to the driver about what directions to take after 
their research on the Russian Army maps and GoogleEarth imagery. They got to drive 70 of the 75  
km they thought they can do, until the snow blocked the dirt road. It was about 4700 m, and they 
had greeted a couple of wolves in the way. The carried up their backpacks and started walking. 
After some hours, they settled de C1 at 4790 m, beside the river.

They continued the 2nd day up the valley until crossing a wide col at 4925 m, and walked 
down until reaching a very wide valley. They crossed the river and settled the C2 at 4883m.

After  having  a  snow  fall  during  the  night,  the  started  the  next  morning  and  found  a 
khampas shepherds camp, who invited them to visit them again when they return. The three boys  
continued in the middle of a storm, and crossed a high pass at 5163. This was already a viewpoint 
over the Lasawuma valley, from where they recognized the mountains where the sources were.

They installed the C3 at  5089 m,  and decided to  continue to the sources.  The whole 
landscape was covered by the snow, but they had the CISNR/CERS coordinates data. They pecked 
a hole in the iced river, so they could drink some water of the new born Dza Chu, few before the  
sources. After a while, they reached the point at the base of the NE glacier of the Gujon Ri (then,  
still called “Guozongmucha” for them), where they built a cairn (33º42'39” N, 94º41'40” E; 5153 
m). They continued up, climbing a couloir at the right of the glacier slope (40ª/50ª). They followed 
the NE ridge by  its  right  side  until  a  small  col,  and then easily  to  the  summit  (33º42'18”  N, 
94º41'27” E; 5490 m), where a new storm turned up. This was the summit they wanted to climb,  
because of the “romantic” idea (more than scientifically exact), of reaching the real source, the  
point where the first drop of the river appears. The route: “El río de la vida” (500m, PD- [50º])

They returned to the camp. The next morning, they started the way back. When passing by 
the shepherds camp, they where invited to take tea and lunch. When they shown the pictures of  
the mountains and the source to the shepherds (most probably the closest inhabitants of the 
source),  they told them with totally convition that the mountain they reached, where the river  
borns, is not called Guozongmucha. Instead of this, they called the mountain as Gujon Ri, and 
Guozongmucha to the highest mountain of the small massif, at the NW extreme of the ridge, 2,3 km 
NNW -pk 5632, or Saitso Shan, in a Nakamura's map-. They installed the fourth camp at 4858, in a 
ridge at the east bank of the main valley, just before a new storm-fall . The next day, they crossed  
again the col at 4925 and reached the first camp. The sixth day, they reached the road, but the 
bad  weather  didn't  allow  them  to  stop  and  wait,  so  they  continued  walking  until  the  driver  
appeared, a few hours late. In total, they walked about 103 km.



1. Wolf in the approach 2. First kilometers of route

3. C1 (4790 m) 4. Day 2.

5. Data measurement with GPS 6. C2 (4883 m)



7. Arriving the col 5163m. 8. C3 (5089 m)

9. Arriving to the sources 10. Pecking a hole in the iced river

11. Mekong source 12. Schema of the sources area



13. NE glacier of Gujon Ri 14. GPS data measurement

15. Final slopes 16. Storm near the summit

17. Summit of Gujon Ri (5490 m) 18. Ascent/descent route (Fonts=sources)



19. 4th day, in the col 5163 20.  Khampas shepherds

21. Storm coming 22. C4 (4858 m)

23. Day 5th, walking to the col 4925 24. Near the pass



25. Exposed part arriving C5 26. Reaching the road.

Route (in red, with vehicle; in yellow, on foot). Source: GoogleEarth.

Route (in red, with vehicle; in green, on foot). Source: Russian Army map.



Sketch of the approximation with vehicle from Drito.

Sketch of the walking route.



Walking route (source: Russian Army map).




